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Abstract 
The strategic task of every civilized state is to form a high level of ecological culture among a 

wide range of its citizens. The problem of the teacher's readiness for organizing environmental 
search practices in elementary school is being actualized, which is caused by the need to develop 
approaches for organizing environmental education of children that meet new challenges using the 
resources of an educational organization. It justifies the idea of widespread use of search practices 
in elementary school as part of school forestry, meeting the natural course of child development, 
and enriching them with an environmental focus that is accessible to children's perception of the 
world and defining the vectors of joint research activities of a teacher and student. The content of 
the concept of  readiness of the  is described, the links between the  
readiness and competence in the organization of environmental education of younger schoolchildren 
by means of search practices are revealed. The resource of the model of the formation of a  
readiness for the organization in an elementary school of ecological search practices, built on the 
principles of the competence approach and andragogy, is shown. An example of the implementation 
of this model using interactive learning methods is given. 
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